Introduction
In 2011 a landmark study by Inge Bily, Wieland Carls 3 For a summary of the contribution of Polish historians, see Danuta Janicka, Wkład polskich historyków prawa w badania nad prawem magdeburskim w XX w. (1945 w XX w. ( -2010 [ 
The contribution of Polish law historians to the study of Magdeburg Law in the 20
th century (1945-2010) ], "Studia Iuridica Toruniensia" 2013, vol. 10, pp. 46-75; Neuere Rechtsgeschichte in Polen in den Jahren 2002 , "Zeitschrift für Neuere Rechtsgeschichte", 2015, Bd. 37, pp. 130-142 . Cf. also Maciej Mikuła, Prawodawstwo króla i sejmu dla małopolskich miast królewskich ... Equally uncontested is the view that the sixteenth century was the golden age of urban law. 4 It saw the publication of new editions of the Magdeburg-Saxon law and important legal treatises as well as a string of reform legislation of private law and judicial procedure. Jointly, they can be treated as a manifestation of a cultural revival and a new legal consciousness of the urban middle class. This remarkable fl owering began with a series of treatises by Bartłomiej Groicki (Artykuły prawa majdeburskiego [ 5 and its momentum was reinforced with the publication of the Magdeburg Weichbild and the Sachsenspiegel by Paweł Szczerbic 6 and the adoption of the Polish language both in legal practice and learned discourse. The translation of the principal sources of Magdeburg-Saxon law into Polish was necessitated by the demands of legal practice. One clear sign of it was the offi cial admission of the vernacular into the recording of criminal trials in the middle of the 16 th century. 7 The publication of Polish manuals and then Polish translations of the sources of Magdeburg-Saxon law greatly contributed to the standardization and stabilization of the justifi cation of judicial decisions. A similar process in towns under the sway of Old Chełmno Law (Der Alte Kulm) was set on foot by the publication in 1594 of the Ius Culmense Revisum (Rewizja Toruńska/Gdańska), which brought the reform measures initiated in 1552 to a comprehensive conclusion. What seems common to all these developments in the fi eld of urban law was the triumphal march of the idea of codifi cation under the banners of unifi cation and modernization (though within the bounds of reason so as not to provoke a backlash of "old law is good law"). Crucial to its success was the publication and adoption of standard versions of the basic law texts. 8 The latter half of the 16 th century was also the time when municipal court record-keeping became more and more common (as evidenced by the rise in the number of extant records). The individual versions exhibit a range of variations, not only linguistic but also in matters of substance. The variegated quality of the texts of the Magdeburg-Saxon law is crowned by the two late redactions, Jan Łaski's and Mikołaj Jaskier's. 10 The latter, in particular, diverges from the lines of textual transmission in Poland. Jaskier, with the King's permission, chose as his archetype the versio vulgata that had been adopted in the German Empire, together with the so-called Keiserglosse. In eff ect, his text represents a clear break with the 14 th -century Polish compilations: behind his Latin translation is an "alien" German text which he encrusted with provisions from the manuscripts of Polish provenance.
Source Editions of Municipal Law in
11 However, the abandonment of the corpus of "native" texts in favour of the vulgate and its marginal annotations did not take place on a larger scale until the publication of Groicki's treatises and Szczerbic's Polish translation.
Any attempt to reconstruct the institutions of urban law in the period predating the late 16 th -century must take into account the fact that practically no two source texts of the Weichbild and the Sachsenspiegel are identical and that even minor variants may indicate diff erences in legal practice.
12 Moreover, until the publication of Jaskier's work the courts relied on diff erent compilations of Magdeburg judgments (ortyle), though Kamińska, Lokacje miast…, According to Repertorium, or the main bibliographical guide to the historical sources of the German Middle Ages, only one of the compilations of the Magdeburger Fragen can be called systematic (it is the compilation published by Jacob Friedrich Behrend in 1865); other compilations are classifi ed as non-system--Wrocław Code that was used in Silesia. 24 We have plenty of critical editions of sources for various Silesian towns, chief among them Friedrich Ebel's complete edition of the ortyle of the Magdeburg Bench for Wrocław covering a period down to the end of the 16 th century. 25 Together they make up an ample (though not complete) collection of legal texts from Silesia, which, though indebted to a common source, often diff er from one another (they adapt the received version of the archetype for their own purposes and/ or produce their own combinations of current instructions [Rechtsmitteilungen] , ortyle and provisions of the Sachsenspiegel). They need not be the work of many (anonymous) However, of relatively greater importance for the study of the history of Magdeburg law in the medieval Kingdom of Poland and Poland under the Jagiellons are the nonsystematic collections of ortyle, grouped by Stanisław Estreicher into six basic sets. The most popular of them was the Cracow-Wrocław compilation, produced in Cracow at the end of the 14 th century and used in Małopolska and, to a lesser extent, in Silesia, Saxony and Bohemia. In Estreicher's typology it was Compilation VI, a collection which should be regarded as fully comprehensive in so far as its stock of ortyle was continually updated. Stanisław Estreicher's analyses show that it was continually amended, amplifi ed (latest judgments from the Cracow High Court were added), abridged, systematized.
33 The German-language version of the compilation with the text of over 260 judgments is kept at the Jagiellonian Library (MS BJ 399), while the Latin version has been preserved in the Pauli Manuscript (BJ 4405). Estreicher believes that the numerous Polish glosses in the latter manuscript echo the text of a Polish translation of the ortyle, and provide intriguing insights into the workings of the law in the 14 th and 15 th century. 34 The Polish translations were made in c. 1440-1460 (the original has not has survived; the earliest extant copy MS Oss. 50 dates back to c. 1490). They were reproduced -as an interesting sample of late medieval Polish -in the fi fth volume of Michał Wiszniewski' 
Royal, parliamentary and town owners' legislation
Another normative source where issues of urban life are dealt with is legislation enacted by the king, the Sejm and individual town owners. 45 In so far as royal legislation is a fundamental source not only for the history of urban law, it has been the focus of attention for researchers and editors for a very long time. 
Wilkierze
The last category of normative sources to be considered in connection with urban law are municipal statutes (Pol. wilkierze, Ger. Willkür) and guild statutes. The acts and statutes can be classifi ed into two groups, those dealing with the economy, trade and the guilds, and those concerned with the law, local government and administration. In the case of economic and guild statutes a great deal of source texts have already been made available in print. The critical editions of charters and statutes from Cracow, Kazimierz and Kleparz (until 1696), as well as Lublin, Lwów, Poznań and Toruń provide ample insights into the legislative machinery of the bigger cities and towns. Similarly, while the Acts (Lauda) of Wojnicz and the statutes from Biecz and Konin enable us to get a view of the regulations of medium-sized urban communites, the editions of the wilkierze from Czchów Łowicz, Nowy Targ, Przemyśl, Wadowice and Wojnicz do the same for towns at the other end of the spectrum. Looking back on the steady growth of editions of documents of urban history (wilkie rze and statutes) we may hope that this category of sources will continue to be published. Though highly welcome, this development is not without a blemish. The reprinted texts often see the light of day in periodicals focused on local history or desultory publications about the guilds in connection with various aspects of economic, social or religious life. In short, the source material is out, but scattered and not always easy to access. The problem can be solved by setting up a repository of the wilkierze (statutes). A practical example of how it can look like is the appendix to Marcin Starzyński's book on the Cracow City Council. 48 The statutes that deal with matters of government and administration or points of private law are much less common that those dealing with the economy The former have usually been published together with regulations concerning economy and trade. The number of wilkierze that focus on matters of law and legal procedure in general is small, 49 nonetheless I see no reason why they should not be covered by the proposed repertory.
The need for more critical editions and the methodology of editing normative sources

Proposals of new editions
As the foregoing overview shows the defi cit of critical editions of basic sources of the Saxon-Madgeburg law has not been solved. Wielkopolska outlined a plan of action. 50 He gave top priority to the publication of the ortyle, to be followed by the Sachsenspiegel from MS BJ 168 (used by the Higher Cour of German Law at the Royal Castle of Wawel) alongside the text of Jan Łaski's redaction, then the Weichbild, 51 the town incorporation charters (lokacje), records of courts of feudal law (Lehnrecht), acts of the Commissions boni ordini (instituted in 1764). So far only a few objectives of this ambitious programme have been accomplished. Chief among them is the outstanding editorial work of Witold Maisel to whom we owe the publication of the corpus of basic sources of urban law from Wielkopolska. It includes the Poznań Book of Magdeburg-Meissen Law, the ortyle of the Wielkopolska high courts, wilkierze and guild charters of Poznań, Kalisz and Konin as well as royal privileges for the biggest towns of Wielkopolska. Together with the sejm legislation (konstytucje) concerning urban aff airs that collection constitutes a pool of basic normative acts large enough for research into the history of urban law in Wielkopolska. The critical editions of sources from Małopolska are more numerous, but none of the large-scale projects has been completed. So for example Franciszek Piekosiński's edition of legal documents of Kraków, Kazimierz and Kleparz came to a halt at the year 1696. There is not much material available in print from Ruthenian Voivodships, although the recent publication of the wilkierze of the city of Lwów together with the records of the Municipal Council in the series Monumenta Leopolitana/Історичні памятки Львова is an impressive contribution. The Chełmno Law had its own peculiarities, which were tidied up by the end of the 16 th century in the Ius Culmense Revisum. In this case, the researcher can look up the basic text, although most of it has not been properly vetted. 52 The wilkierze of the Prussian towns, especially in the earlier phase of their history, are underpinned by an idea of the urban community that can be, in some ways, diff erent from that to be found elsewhere. Most importantly, a great deal of the Prussian wilkierze have been made available for research, including some handy collections and studies by Tadeusz Maciejewski. Kaczmarczyk, vol. 1, Wrocław 1959, p. x. 51 Zdzisław Kaczmarczyk does not commit himself when it comes the question about the form in which the Weichbild was to be published (ibidem, s. IX). The editors of a critical edition which is now being prepared have decided to include the text of each of the extant 14 th and 15 th century manuscripts, and supplement them with a reprint of the version redacted by Jan Łaski. As far as normative texts are concerned it seems right to follow in the footsteps of the editors of the Statutes of Kazimierz the Great, The presence of two types of German law in Polish towns in the Middle Ages and the early modern period -the Magdeburg law and the Chełmno law (Kulmer Recht) -is refl ected in the character of the normative sources produced in their spheres of infl uence. Consequently, my refl ections are focused exclusively on the sources of the Magdeburg law. In this area the Zdzisław Kaczmarczyk's project has lost little of its relevance; or, to be frank, it has not been carried out. Drawing on his proposal, I would like to suggest starting work on critical editions of the following sources dating back to the time prior to the end of the 16 th century in that order: 1) the Magdeburg Weichbild -German and Latin manuscripts used in Poland, the text of Jan Łaski's redaction and Mikołaj Jaskier's printed version; 2) Legal Instructions (Rechtsmitteilungen) from Magdeburg for towns in the Kingdom of Poland; 3) the Sachsenspiegel -texts used in Poland, (versio Vratislaviensis, versio Sandomiriensis, Łaski, Jaskier, Szczerbic); 4) building a repertory of already published urban wilkierze (Willkür) promulgated in the towns of Małopolska; 5) building a repertory of unpublished urban wilkierze (Willkür) promulgated in the towns of Małopolska and preparing their critical editions; 6) building a repertory of royal and town owners' legislation with normative content; 7) continuing work on the editing and publishing of the legislation of the Higher Court of German Law at Wawel. Ad 1. For the past years the author of this article has been studying the Madgeburg Weichbild and is now convinced that until 1535, at least nominally, it was a source of greater importance than the Sachsenspiegel. 54 The courts used the Weichbild jointly with the Magdeburg ortyle, also taking into consideration urban wilkierze and local customary law. That provided a solid enough normative base to make the Sachsenspiegel redundant. A qualitative change came with the appearance of Mikołaj Jaskier's Ius municipalis Maideburgensis, based on the Weichbild vulgate -a simpler, uncluttered alternative to the texts it replaced. Furthermore, the position of the Magdeburg ortyle was tyckie. Historia" 1996, vol. 1, pp. 119-136; idem undermined by Jaskier's publication of the Sachsenspiegel gloss, which could be looked upon as a treasure-trove of new materials. The fi rst critical edition of the Weichbild used in Poland was prepared and published Grzegorz M. Kowalski (it is Paweł Szczerbic's Polish text of 1581). However, to complete work on the publication of that basic source it is necessary to edit and print at least seven complete texts, i.e. the German text of the Cracow City Council (BJ 169); the German text of the Higher Court at the Wawel Royal Castle (BJ 168); the German excerpt of an enhanced version of the Weichbild in the Żagań manuscript (now in the Wrocław University Library, MS II Q 4; also MS from The National Library in Warsaw BN 12607 III) ; the earliest extant Latin translation by Konrad of Sandomierz (MS Gn. 104); a text believed to represent a diff erent version from the manuscript from the Archives of the Metropolitan Chapter of Gniezno, i.e. the Działyński MS IV (The Kórnik Library MS 800); the enhanced Latin text of the Żagań manuscript and MS BN 12607 III; and two printed texts, one from Jan Łaski's Statutes, and the other from Mikołaj Jaskier's Ius municipalis Maideburgensis (together with the gloss). The publication of all these texts in extenso is justifi ed by their diversity. Each of them has so many variants and peculiarities that putting them down in footnotes to a single main text (supposing it were possible to fi x one) would make such an edition extremely inconvenient to read and study. At present work is under way to produce not only critical editions of the various versions of the Weichbild but also a comprehensive analysis of that complex source (i.e. the manuscripts and Łaski's version in print). Of course, the Weichbild project will not be complete without a thorough study of Mikołaj Jaskier's main text, glosses and marginalia, and a comparison of his work with that of Paweł Szczerbic's Polish edition.
Ad 2. The team formed by the late Professor Friedrich Ebel will probably complete its work with a critical edition of the Legal Instructions from Magdeburg to towns in the Kingdom of Poland. It is an extremely time-consuming high-cost project as the original books of the Magdeburg Bench were destroyed by fi re. In eff ect, the team have had to search for copies of the Rechtsmitteilungen that may have been preserved in the archives and libraries of Central and Eastern Europe.
Ad 3. The third source that is still waiting for coverage is the Sachsenspiegel. A substantial portion of it was made available to the modern reader by Zygfryd Rymaszewski. Within the scope of his project there remains just one item to be taken on board. It is the gloss Jaskier added to his edition of the main text. At present editorial work by Grzegorz M. Kowalski on Paweł Szczerbic's alphabetical version of Sachsenspiegel is nearing completion. Meanwhile, several other early texts are awaiting their turn. Their list includes two German-language texts, versio Vratislaviensis from MS BJ 169 and another version in MS BJ 168; the Latin texts of versio Vratislaviensis from the same manuscript BJ 169 and versio Sandomiriensis II in MS Dział. IV, as well as the printed texts of Jan Łaski's Statutes and Paweł Szczerbic's glossed Sachsenspiegel (in its entirety).
Ad 4, 5 and 6. Thanks to the eff orts of generations of historian editors we are in possession of a string of editions of municipal documents and statutes (wilkierze). Now however we have reached the point at which the law historian should address the issue of ordering the accumulated material and create a repertory of sources containing exclu- ... sively normative acts. 55 A tool of this kind would enable researchers to get quick access to information and trace patterns of similarity and dependence more easily. However, it should as treated not as a technologically updated card index but as an instrument enhancing the scope and quality of specifi c research, e.g. complex searches of data on urban communities and the inventory of the Royal Chancellery (Metryka Koronna) to identify and collate the text of various legal acts (including the wilkierze). The objective could be the creation of a catalogue of sources in the category wilkierze of the Małopolska cities and towns, and, as the next step, selecting and preparing materials for prospective critical editions.
Source Editions of Municipal Law in
Ad 7. The last item of this agenda is the case law of the Higher Court of German at Wawel. As it was mentioned earlier, the court's oldest acts (decreta), from a period ending with the year 1511, have already been edited and published. The editing of the remaining, 16 th -century records should, in my opinion, be put off until the review of the urban sources (Point 5) has been completed. If, as it cannot be ruled out, the latter contain some Wawel decreta, it would be worth comparing them with the original text recorded in the books of the Court.
Means of publication: digital meta-edition (database)
The sources listed above diff er in kind; it means that the suitability of the form of publication may vary from one category to the next. My proposal envisages the realization of four main goals: (1) provide fast access to critical editions of basic normative texts without any loss of their information value in the process; (2) provide a tool that would enable the researcher to inspect the maximum number of extant texts and their variants; (3) facilitate the search for regulations, commentaries and legislative acts that are connected thematically a\or chronologically; and (4) encourage the study of old urban law by off ering direct access to its critically edited sources.
A common practice in Polish historiography is the publication of the texts of a given source in their entirety. Hence the complete editions of the Statutes of Kazimierz the Great, the Statute of Kraków-Warka, the legislation of 1447, and the Statutes/Privileges of Nieszawa in Volumes II−IV of the series Archiwum Komisji Prawniczej. In his key lecture at Law Commission of the Polish Academy of Sciences on editing sources of law history Professor Adam Vetulani stressed the importance of preserving all extant textual variants in a critical edition. 56 He claimed that even small, apparently negligible, spelling irregularities can be of crucial importance in the analysis of manuscript fi liation. The author of this article shares this view: he has found that in some cases even a change in word order could qualify as a telling indicator to be used in a stemma codicum. Yet he also believes that in studies of the institutions of private or criminal law such nuances may be ignored. Therefore, the agenda outlined above foresees the publication of the texts of the Weichbild and the Sachsenspiegel in the form of classical variorum editions. It means that one manuscript in each group is chosen as a copy-text and published in full while alternative readings suggested by other affi liated manuscripts are acknowledged discretionally in the footnotes. This approach should ensure that the most important historical source texts are made available soon and in a format which is fairly easy to read (i.e. the critical apparatus is kept within limits and the footnotes are not allowed to brim over with textual variants and other references).
57
The best way to ensure the publication of all texts of the Weichbild and the Sachsenspiegel is to feed them into a digital data base. Unlike the traditional edition in the form of book or e-book, a digital meta-edition can be successively expanded as new items are added to the existing corpus. This data base would allow the reader to download either the whole text of a given manuscript or article, or, alternately, passages chosen by means of keyword extraction. The latter functionality depends on installing a module (keyword extractor) with a package of keywords specially selected for search operations in that peculiar data base. The construction of an appropriate catalogue of keywords (lexical indexation) would be key to the success of any in-depth textual analysis. The meta-edition should also enable the researcher to compare and collate the text in the critical edition with a photograph of the matching passage in the original manuscript.
The digital meta-edition should, however, off er something more than display for example Article 17 of the Magdeburg Weichbild and the facsimile of the matching fragment in any of the manuscripts in store after typing the appropriate command, either specifying the fi le label (Article 17) or employing the keyword "donation". The data base software should have the tools to enable the researcher, fi rstly, to conduct eff ective search operations for a thematically defi ned content across all the corpora, and, secondly, to analyze and compare the selected content. These two tools should also possess advanced functions. If the typing of the word "donation" yields a large number of results from all the corpora, it should be possible to fi lter them down to what is actually need, e.g. only those portions of the Weichbild and the Sachsenspiegel that crop up in the corpus of privileges, or, for that matter, wilkierze, acts of the Sejm (konstytucje), judgments of high courts (decreta), jurists' treatises. There should also be a device conducting automatic discriminating linguistic analysis of any chosen texts. That functionality would make the established editorial practice of fi xing the basic text (copy-text) and dressing it with chains of notes and footnotes superfl uous. It would be so because, to return to the example above, the reader interested in Article 17 of the Weichbild may look up its Latin text in MS Gn. 104 and MS BJ 4405, and putting them in parallel, with one more click, get a clear picture of all their diff erences.
The data base is to be built up gradually, beginning with the already existing critical editions (with permission from the owners of the copyright whenever necessary). However, the editors must not wait with the decision which of the texts in the base is to be the core. In my opinion, the system of core words should be based on the Magdeburg Weichbild whose importance, as I have tried to demonstrate in this article, is absolutely central. A digital meta-edition 58 is unique in its capacity to take up all kind of sources, including the inventories of wilkierze, royal statutes and normative acts issued by town owners. In theory, at least, such an agglomerate of data off ers unprecedented opportunities of text comparison and in-depth analysis.
Theoretical refl ection in the humanities from time to time bears fruit in the form of new research methods. They in turn can inspire researchers to construct their monographs in a novel way or to take a fresh look at their data and sources. There are, however, some fi elds where traditional approaches and methods seem to work best, although even then the latest technology can be of use. The study of institutions of law and the monuments of medieval and early-modern law is certainly one of those scholarly disciplines in which a set of trusted procedures and methods, such as proper understanding and interpreting of texts, attention to extant textual variants, comparing normative texts with sources indicating the eff ect of promulgated norms and with opinions of acclaimed jurists, must be held on to. This is the sure way of getting solid results that aspire to the classic ideal of truth, adaequatio rei et intellectus.
Translated by Andrzej Branny
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